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Abstract—We propose ReXOR, a lightweight and density-aware reprogramming protocol for wireless sensor networks using XOR. It
employs XOR encoding in the retransmission phase to reduce the communication cost. In sparse and lossy networks, it delivers much
better performance than Deluge, a typical reprogramming protocol for sensor networks. Compared to prior coding-based
reprogramming protocols, it has two salient features. First, it is computationally much more lightweight than previous coding-based
reprogramming protocols using Random Linear Codes or Fountain Codes. Second, it is density-aware by adapting its interpage
waiting time. Hence, it achieves good performance in both dense and sparse networks. We have implemented ReXOR based on
TinyOS and evaluate its performance extensively. Results show that ReXOR is indeed lightweight compared with previous codingbased reprogramming protocols in terms of computation overhead. The results also show that ReXOR achieves good network-level
performance in both dense and sparse networks, compared with Deluge and a typical coding-based reprogramming protocol,
Rateless Deluge.
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1

INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) have been studied for
a wide range of application areas, such as military
surveillance, habitat monitoring, infrastructure protection,
etc. WSN applications often need to be changed after
deployment for a variety of reasons, such as reconfiguring a
set of parameters, modifying tasks of individual nodes, and
patching security holes. Many large-scale WSNs, however,
are deployed in environments where physically collecting
previously deployed nodes is either very difficult or
infeasible. Over-the-air reprogramming is a crucial technique to address such challenges [1].
The critical service required to enable over-the-air
reprogramming is a reliable code dissemination protocol
(i.e., reprogramming protocol). Deluge [2] is a highly
optimized reprogramming protocol for TinyOS [3]. It uses
a NACK-based protocol for reliability, and employs
segmentation (into pages) and pipelining for spatial multiplexing. However, in sparse and lossy networks, the
performance of Deluge degrades due to the need for a
large amount of data retransmissions. To address this issue,
several recent studies [4], [5], [6] employ network coding to
reduce the number of transmissions, i.e., packets are
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encoded before they are transmitted, and incremental
redundancy is used to recover from losses, reducing the
retransmission cost considerably.
Previous coding-based reprogramming protocols, however, are not lightweight in terms of computation overhead
[4], [5], [6]. Specifically, Rateless Deluge [4], SYNAPSE [5],
and AdapCode [6] all require Gaussian elimination for
decoding. Gaussian elimination is expensive in terms of
computation time. For example, it was reported in [4] that
the decoding delay of Rateless Deluge for TMote Sky is
1.96 seconds for a page consisting of 24 packets, and will
increase to 6.96 seconds for a page consisting of 48 packets.
As sensor nodes are not envisioned to be equipped with
much more capable CPUs with energy, cost, and form
factors being the emphasized considerations [7], a long
encoding or decoding delay will very likely be a bottleneck
in terms of the overall completion time.
Moreover, previous coding-based reprogramming protocols are not density-aware. In dense networks, they are
not efficient because of the existence of highly variable link
qualities where nearby neighbors have high link qualities
and nodes further away have poor link qualities [2]. In this
case, the data redundancy of previous coding-based
reprogramming protocols is dominated by the poor links.
It is more efficient to propagate to nearby neighbors as
quickly as possible, thus further away neighbors can get
better link qualities, which, in turn, reduces packet losses
and retransmissions.
In order to address the deficiency of Deluge in sparse
and lossy networks and the deficiency of previous codingbased reprogramming protocols, especially, in dense networks with highly variable link qualities, we propose
ReXOR, a lightweight and density-aware reprogramming
protocol for WSNs using XOR. It employs XOR encoding [8]
Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, & SPS
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Fig. 2. An example in a dense network with high link variance. The gray
bars represent the lost packets. PRR denotes the packet reception rate
over a link.

Fig. 1. Examples in a sparse and lossy network. The gray boxes
represent packets retransmitted by the sender. The blank boxes indicate
that the corresponding packets in a page are lost.

in the retransmission phase to enhance the performance of
Deluge in sparse and lossy networks. We use XOR to
transmit an encoded packet that can be decoded at multiple
recipients, leveraging the fact that wireless receptions at
different nodes are known to be highly independent [9],
[10]. Compared to previous coding-based reprogramming
protocols, it has two salient features. First, it is computationally more lightweight than previous coding-based
reprogramming protocols using Random Linear Codes [4]
or Fountain Codes [5]. In the initial transmission phase,
ReXOR does not employ coding to avoid the decoding
complexity at the receivers. In the retransmission phase,
ReXOR uses coding to improve the error recovery efficiency. Specifically, ReXOR transmits XOR-ed packets that
can be decoded instantly at multiple receivers, eliminating
the use of Gaussian elimination which incurs a large
computation overhead for resource-constrained sensor
nodes. Second, it is density-aware by adapting the interpage
waiting time. In dense networks with high link variance, we
decrease the interpage waiting time to shorten the completion time. In sparse and lossy networks, we increase the
interpage waiting time to improve coding opportunities, so
as to reduce the transmission cost.
We have implemented ReXOR based on TinyOS and
evaluate its performance extensively. Results show that
ReXOR is indeed lightweight compared with previous
coding-based reprogramming protocols in terms of computation overhead. The results also show that ReXOR achieves
good network-level performance in both dense and sparse
networks, compared with Deluge [2] and a typical codingbased reprogramming protocol, Rateless Deluge [4].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides illustrative examples that motivate our design.
Section 3 gives an overview of ReXOR. Section 4 presents
the design principles. Section 5 describes the implementation details. Section 6 shows the evaluation results. Section 7
discusses the related work. Finally, we conclude this paper
in Section 8.

2

MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

In this section, we use illustrative examples to explain the
intuition underlying ReXOR’s design.

2.1 Sparse and Lossy Networks
The examples in this section illustrate the advantages of
ReXOR over Deluge in terms of data traffic in sparse and
lossy networks. We consider such a network in which
sensor nodes two hops away can be considered as
disconnected. Fig. 1 shows a one-hop topology consisting
of a base station and three sensor nodes. 1) In Fig. 1a,
suppose that the base station broadcasts four data packets
and each sensor node in the network fails to receive a
different packet. In Deluge, each sensor node will report a
NACK packet (i.e., reception report) for requesting the
missing packets and the base station needs to retransmit the
union of all lost packets, i.e., p2 , p3 , and p4 . XOR encoding
can reduce the number of data transmissions. In this
example, after learning each sensor node’s reception status,
the sender only needs to retransmit one packet, i.e.,
p1  p2  p3 , at once. Hence, XOR encoding reduces the
number of data retransmissions from three to one. 2) As
another example, in Fig. 1b, suppose that the base station
broadcasts four data packets and each sensor node in the
network fails to receive two packets. In Deluge, the base
station needs to retransmit all four packets. On the other
hand, with XOR encoding, the sender only needs to
retransmit two packets, i.e., p1  p2  p4 and p3 , after
learning each sensor node’s status. Hence, in this example,
XOR encoding reduces the number of data retransmissions
from four to two.
The key insight of ReXOR’s improvement over Deluge is
that it employs XOR encoding to reduce the number of
retransmissions in sparse and lossy networks. It is worth
noting that in a lossy network, the transmission of a page
consists of multiple rounds. A sender finishes the current
round of retransmission when all requested packets have
been sent out. If a receiving node still loses some packets in
a page, it will keep sending requests to the sender, which
initiates another round of retransmission. As such, the
protocols ensure 100 percent reliability.
2.2 Dense Networks with High Link Variance
The example in this section illustrates the advantages of
ReXOR over a typical coding-based reprogramming protocol, Rateless Deluge [4], in terms of completion time in
dense networks with high link variance. We consider such a
network in which there exist nearby neighbors with good
link qualities and further away neighbors with poor link
qualities. Fig. 2 shows a part of such a topology consisting
of a base station and three sensor nodes. Suppose that after
the base station finishes one round of transmission, two
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TABLE 1
Definitions Used in This Paper

nearby neighbors, r1 and r2 , lose a different packet while
the further away neighbor, r3 , loses more packets. We
consider r3 ’s completion time. First, we stress that in dense
networks, it is very important to leverage nearby nodes as
forwarders to further away nodes. For example, without
leveraging nearby nodes, it would require 4=50% ¼ 8
transmissions for r3 to receive the current page. In contrast,
it would require at most 1=90% þ 4=90%  5:5 transmissions for r3 to receive the current page, leveraging r1 or r2
for forwarding. Second, we consider how well we can
leverage nearby nodes. We assume the decoding delay for
Rateless Deluge is d ¼ 1:96 seconds [4]. The expected time
for transmitting a single packet considering MAC backoff is
approximately t ¼ 10
2 þ 1:3 ¼ 6:3 ms (where 10 ms is the
maximum initial backoff time in TinyOS CSMA MAC [3]
and 1.3 ms is the time for transmitting a packet for the
CC2420 radio [11]).
1) In Rateless Deluge, in the first phase, s transmits to r1
(or r2 ) an encoded packet which can be overheard by r3
with probability 0.5. This phase requires ð1=90%Þt  1:1t
ms. In the second phase, r1 first decodes the page (which
requires 1.96 seconds) and then transmits the remaining
packets to r3 (which requires ðð4  1Þ=90%Þt  3:3t when r3
overhears one packet in the first phase with probability 0.5,
and requires ð4=90%Þt  4:4t when r3 misses the packet in
the first phase with probability 0.5). Hence, in average, the
second phase requires d þ 3:3t  50% þ 4:4t  50% ¼ d þ
3:85t. Considering the two phases, Rateless Deluge costs
1:1t þ d þ 3:85t ¼ d þ 4:95t  2:02 seconds for r3 to receive
the page. 2) If we do not employ packet encoding for fast
propagation, it would require about ð1=90%Þt þ ð4=90%Þt 
5:5t  61 ms for r3 to receive the page, shortening r3 ’s
completion time by d þ 4:95t  5:5t ¼ d  0:55t  1:96 seconds compared to Rateless Deluge.
The key insight of ReXOR’s improvement over Rateless
Deluge in dense networks is that by decreasing the
interpage waiting time for fast propagation, we can
leverage nearby nodes as forwarders to further away nodes,
reducing the number of retransmissions and shortening the
completion time. Note that Rateless Deluge cannot do so
because its interpage waiting time is lower bounded by the
decoding delay.

Fig. 3. ReXOR’s state transition diagram.

3

REXOR OVERVIEW

ReXOR is a code dissemination protocol for WSNs that is
based on Deluge [2]. Compared to prior works, it has two
important features. First, it leverages the spatial diversity by
using a lightweight XOR coding scheme in the retransmission phase to reduce the communication cost. Second, it
exploits the adaptive behavior by determining the interpage
waiting time in a density-aware manner to achieve good
performance in both dense and sparse networks.
The intuition behind ReXOR’s density-aware adaptation
technique (i.e., determining the interpage waiting time
according to the network density) is that in sparse and lossy
networks, we increase the interpage waiting time for
collecting more reception reports, so as to improve the
coding opportunity while in dense networks with high link
variance, we decrease the interpage waiting time for fast
propagation. In dense networks, with a short interpage
waiting time, it is highly probable that nearby nodes will
complete a page very quickly. Hence, these nodes can, in
turn, serve other further away nodes, which reduces packet
retransmissions and propagation time.
Like Deluge, ReXOR works in an epidemic fashion to
deal with multihop transmission. All network nodes
advertise about their states. When a new program image
is found, nodes send requests to obtain the image. Table 1
defines the terms used in the rest of this paper. Fig. 3
depicts the state transition diagram of ReXOR in three
different phases, which will be described in detail in the
following three sections.

3.1

Phase 1: Advertisement, Request, and Page
Transmission
Initially, each node is in the IDLE state, advertising about
its local images periodically by a Trickle timer [12]. We use
“image” to refer to the program image that needs to
be disseminated and reprogrammed onto all nodes in
the network. When a node (receiver) learns that another
node (sender) has an image that has more number of
available pages, it will send a request to the sender. It then
enters into the RX state, preparing to receive the data
packets. When the sender receives a request, it will transit
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from the IDLE state to the TX state. Then, it starts
transmitting the requested data packets in the current
page. For example, we assume that an image has seven
pages. During the dissemination, the image at different
nodes may not be complete. Assume that a sender has six
available pages, and a receiver has five available pages. In
the advertising process, the receiver will find that the
sender has more available pages. Hence, it requests to
the sender for the last page. After receiving the request, the
sender will start the transmission process. Also note that
both Deluge and ReXOR enforce strict ordering of page
transmission, e.g., if the receiver has the first five (i.e., from
pages 1 to 5) pages available, it must receive page 6 before it
can receive page 7.

3.2 Phase 2: Page Retransmission
The sender will enter into the IDLE state whenever it
finishes transmitting all requested packets in the current
page. If a receiver loses some packets in the page, it will
remain in the RX state, sending requests to one of the
senders for the missing packets. When a sender receives a
request for retransmission purpose, it delays an adaptive
interpage waiting time, trying to collect multiple reception
reports. Indeed, the value of the waiting time is a trade-off
between data traffic and propagation delay. We dynamically adapt the interpage waiting time in a density-aware
manner to achieve good performance in both sparse and
dense networks. We will discuss the details in Section 4.3.
After the sender collects a number of reception reports, it
decides which packets should be XOR-ed to minimize the
number of retransmissions. To achieve this goal, the sender
executes a fast coloring algorithm. After the algorithm is
executed, packets with the same color are XOR-ed and
retransmitted. For decoding purpose, the sender attaches a
variable header containing the encode vector. After the
transmission of all requested packets, the sender enters into
the IDLE state. We will elaborate on the encoding details in
Section 4.1.
After receiving an encoded packet, the receiver decodes
it by XOR-ing packets which are already received. There are
chances that a receiver cannot decode a packet because its
reception report is not heard by the sender. In this case, the
receiver simply discards the packet. Our coloring algorithm
ensures that the XOR-ed packets can be instantly decoded
(without Gaussian elimination) by all receivers whose
reception reports are heard by the sender. We will discuss
the decoding process in Section 4.2.
When the receiver still loses some packets in the current
page, it remains in the RX state, sending requests to one of
the senders, which initiates another round of retransmission. Finally, when all the missing packets in the current
page are received, the receiver enters into the IDLE state
and prepares to receive the next page.
3.3 Phase 3: New Page Transmission
When the receiver finishes receiving the current page, it
increases its advertising frequency by resetting its advertisement timer.
When further away nodes learn that the receiver has
more available pages, the receiver can serve as a sender
itself. This allows the last received page to be propagated in
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a multihop manner. We keep the pipelining feature of
Deluge: whenever a node finishes receiving a page, it can
serve further away nodes which have fewer available pages.
Both Deluge and ReXOR enforce the transmission of a
page with a lower page number with higher priority in a
neighborhood: when any node in a neighborhood learns
that a page with lower page number is requested or is
currently transmitted, it will postpone a request for
transmission of a page with a higher page number.
When the current page is received by all nodes in a
neighborhood, the receiver will request to the sender for a
new page, after learning that the sender has more available
pages. After the sender receives a new page request, it does
not wait for other reception reports. This is because
additional reception reports from other nodes will not
reduce the number of transmissions in this phase. Therefore, the sender goes to the TX state and trying to transmit
the new page when the channel is free.

4

REXOR DESIGN

In order to make ReXOR work, we need to address some
important system design issues. We will discuss each of
them in the following sections.

4.1 Packet Encoding
Packet encoding is employed in ReXOR in the page
retransmission phase. To achieve this goal, the sender
delays an adaptive interpage waiting time for collecting
multiple reception reports. Before we introduce the encoding details, let us first define the following notations.
.

.
.

.

pi is the ith packet in a given page. A page consists of
M packets. i denotes the packet index within the
given page (1  i  M).
P is a set of packets in a given page, i.e.,
P ¼ fpik gm
k¼1 , where ik is the packet index.
r is a request vector. It consists of M bits where 1
denotes the corresponding packet is lost and thus
requested; 0 denotes the corresponding packet is
received. For example, if a page consists of four
packets, i.e., M ¼ 4, a request vector r ¼ ð1100Þ
represents that the first two packets (i.e., p1 and p2 )
are lost and hence requested while the last two packets
(i.e., p3 and p4 ) are correctly received. We use r½i
(1  i  M) to denote the ith bit in request vector r. In
the example above, r½1 ¼ r½2 ¼ 1 and r½3 ¼ r½4 ¼ 0.
Each request vector r is sent by a requester to the
sender. We order the request vectors received by the
sender according the time of reception. Hence, ri is
the ith request vector received by the sender
(1  i  n, where n is the total number of distinct
request vectors received by the sender). Note that in
the ordered list (r1 ; . . . ; rn ), the request vectors sent
by the same requester appear only once. For
example, the sender has already received r1 and r2 .
Then, it receives another request vector. If this
request vector and r1 are both sent by the same
requester, we just ignore the currently received
request vector, i.e., we do not append the current
request vector to the ordered list, so the ordered list
is still (r1 ; r2 ).
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R is a set of request vectors collected by the sender,
i.e., R ¼ fri gni¼1 . R½i is the bitwise OR value of the
ith bitsWin all the request vectors contained in R, i.e.,
R½i ¼ r2R r½i. R½i ¼ 0 implies that all elements in
R have pi available while R½i ¼ 1 implies that there
exists at least one element that has lost pi and thus
requests for pi .
. RP is a set of request vectors. Each element in RP is a
request vector which requests for at least one packet
in P . For simplicity of notation, Ri denotes the set of
request vectors within which each element
requests
S
ik
R
, where
for packet pi . By definition, RP ¼ m
k¼1
.
P ¼ fpik gm
k¼1
After receiving a set of request vectors (r1 ; . . . ; rn ), the
sender must decide on which packets should be XOR-ed to
minimize the number of retransmissions. To permit instant
decoding at all requesters, the sender can XOR m (2)
native packets together only if each requester has all m  1
native packets available other than the native packet it
requests for (so that it can retrieve the native packet it
requests for). This problem is formally expressed as follows:
.

Definition 1 (Minimum Packet Transmission Problem).
Given n requests vectors, r1 ; . . . ; rn , the minimum packet
transmission problem is to find the minimum number of
(encoded) packets for transmission, in order to satisfy all n
requests such that each requester can instantly decode the
received packets. A packet can be instantly decoded at a
receiver if it is an XOR of native packets containing at most
one native packet that the receiver has not decoded yet.
As an example, consider the case shown in Fig. 1b.
Suppose the sender receives three request vectors successfully, i.e., r1 ¼ ð0011Þ, r2 ¼ ð1010Þ, and r3 ¼ ð0110Þ. The
simplest scheme is to retransmit all four packets. One could
also retransmit three packets, say, p1  p2 , p3 , and p4 . The
most efficient scheme is to retransmit only two packets, i.e.,
p1  p2  p4 and p3 . Note that transmitting only one encoded
packet, i.e., p1  p2  p3  p4 (m ¼ 4), does not meet the
requirement of the problem. This is because the encoded
packet cannot be instantly decoded at any of the requesters
as none of the requesters has m  1 ¼ 3 native packets
available. To address the above Minimum Packet Transmission Problem (MPTP), we need to find the most efficient
encoding scheme that minimizes the number of transmissions while allowing instant decoding at all requesters.
This problem, similar to the MIN-T-2 problem as
described in [13], is N P-complete. We have also proved
that this problem, equivalent to the Minimum Clique
Partition Problem (MCPP)[14], is N P-complete. Moreover,
it is inapproximatable within n1" for any " > 0, unless
ZPP ¼ N P. We will show the proofs in the following text.
As mentioned above, to permit instant decoding at a
requester, the sender can XOR m native packets together
only if each requester has all m  1 native packets other
than the native packet it requests for. This observation can
be expressed by the following proposition:
Proposition 1. We consider m native packets within a given
page. The indexes of these packets are denoted as i1 ; . . . ; im ,
respectively. P denotes the set of the m native packets,
P ¼ fpik gm
k¼1 . These m native packets can be XOR-ed by the
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sender, denoted as XðP Þ, if and only if, 8r 2 RP , r requests
and only requests one native packet in P .
As implied by the above proposition, two native packets,
pi and pj , can be XOR-ed if and only if all request vectors that
request for pi have pj available (i.e., Ri ½j ¼ 0), and all request
vectors that request for pj have pi available (i.e., Rj ½i ¼ 0).
For example, consider the second example in Section 2.1.
First, we consider whether p1 and p2 are XOR-able. We notice
that request vectors request for p1 , i.e., r2 , have p2 available.
So r2 can decode p1  p2 for retrieving p1 . On the other hand,
request vectors request for p2 , i.e., r3 , have p1 available. So r3
can decode p1  p2 for retrieving p2 . Hence, p1 and p2 are
XOR-able (it can be decoded at all three receivers). Second,
we consider whether p1 and p3 are XOR-able. We notice that
request vectors request for p1 , i.e., r2 , have p3 lost. So if p1 and
p3 are XOR-ed, the encoded packet cannot be decoded at r2 .
Hence, p1 and p3 are not XOR-able. Based on the above
observation, we get the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Xðfpi ; pj gÞ , Ri ½j ¼ Rj ½i ¼ 0.
Following the above lemma, we continue to prove the
necessary and sufficient condition under which a set of
packets can be XOR-ed.
m
Theorem 1. XðP Þ, where P ¼ fpik gm
k¼1 iff 8l; j 2 fik gk¼1
ðl 6¼ jÞ, Xðfpl ; pj gÞ.

Proof. We will prove this theorem by examining both the
necessary condition and the sufficient condition.S
ik
Necessary condition. By definition, RP ¼ m
k¼1 R ,
.
By
definition,
the
we consider each Rl where l 2 fik gm
k¼1
requesters in Rl already request for pl . By Proposition 1,
they does not request for any other packets in P because
packets in P can be XOR-ed (i.e., XðP Þ). In other words,
Rl ½j ¼ 0; 8j 6¼ l. By Lemma 1, pl and pj can be XOR-ed,
i.e., Xðfpl ; pj gÞ.
Sufficient condition. By Lemma 1, Xðfpl ; pj gÞ implies
t h a t Rl ½j ¼ Rj ½l ¼ 0. H e n c e , w e h a v e Rl ½j ¼ 0,
8l; j 2 fik gm
k¼1 ðl 6¼ jÞ. We consider whether packets in P
can beSXOR-ed into one encoded packet. By definition,
m
ik
l
RP ¼ m
k¼1 R . We check each R , l 2 fik gk¼1 . As we
l
already have R ½j ¼ 0, 8j 6¼ l. This means that 8r 2 Rl , r
only requests one packet (i.e.,
Smpl ) inik P . Since l can be any
P
value in fik gm
k¼1 , 8r 2 R ¼
k¼1 R , r requests only one
packet in P . By Proposition 1, packets in P can be XORed, i.e., XðP Þ.
u
t
To see the correctness of the proof, we use examples to
check both the necessary condition and sufficient condition.
1.

Necessary condition. Consider the example in Fig. 1a.
In this case, P ¼ fp2 ; p3 ; p4 g, R ¼ R2 [ R3 [ R4 , e.g.,
R2 denotes the request vectors that request for packet
p2 (R2 contains one element, i.e., the request vector
sent by r3 ). As we know that Ri (2  i  4) request for
pi (by definition), and packets in P can be XOR-ed (by
the condition), Ri ½j ¼ 0 (2  i  4, 1  j  4, j 6¼ i)
(by Proposition 1). For example, R2 ½1 ¼ R2 ½3 ¼
R2 ½4 ¼ 0 (the requester vector that requests for p2
has the remaining three packets available). Similarly,
R3 ½1 ¼ R3 ½2 ¼ R3 ½4 ¼ 0, R4 ½1 ¼ R4 ½2 ¼ R4 ½3 ¼ 0.
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Hence, by Lemma 1, for any two packets in P ,
they can be XOR-ed, i.e., Xðfp2 ; p3 gÞ, Xðfp2 ; p4 gÞ,
Xðfp3 ; p4 gÞ.
Sufficient condition. We consider the example in
Fig. 1a again. We know that Xðpl ; pj Þ (2  l; j  4,
l 6¼ j), i.e., Xðp2 ; p3 Þ, Xðp2 ; p4 Þ, Xðp3 ; p4 Þ. By Lemma 1,
R2 ½3 ¼ R3 ½2 ¼ R2 ½4 ¼ R4 ½2 ¼ R2 ½3 ¼ R3 ½2 ¼ 0. In
order to apply Proposition 1, we check each request
vector r 2 R ¼ R2 [ R3 [ R4 . Without loss of generality, consider r 2 R2 , because R2 ½3 ¼ R2 ½4 ¼ 0, r can
decode the packet p2  p3  p4 (for retrieving p2 ).
Similarly, 8r : r 2 R3 or r 2 R4 , r can decode
p2  p3  p4 . To summarize, 8r 2 R2 [ R3 [ R4 ¼ R,
r can decode p2  p3  p4 . Hence, p2 , p3 , p4 can be
XOR-ed, i.e., XðP Þ (P ¼ fp2 ; p3 ; p4 g).

Theorem 2. MPTP is N P-complete, and it is inapproximable
within n1" for any " > 0, unless ZPP ¼ N P.
Proof. Consider a graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ where the vertices
represent the requested packets that need to be transmitted, and an edge between two vertices indicates that
the corresponding packets can be XOR-ed.
As implied by Theorem 1, a clique (i.e., a complete
subgraph) in the graph indicates that the corresponding
packets can be encoded in a single packet. A clique in an
undirected graph is a subset of its vertices such that
every two vertices in the subset are connected by an
edge. Cliques are one of the basic concepts of graph
theory and are used in many other mathematical
problems and constructions on graphs. The MPTP
problem is to find the encoding scheme that results in
the minimum number of transmissions. It is equivalent
to the classical MCPP problem. In the MCPP problem,
we partition V into disjoint subsets V1 , V2 ; . . . ; Vk such
that each Vi (1  i  k) is a complete graph (Vi
corresponds to packets that can be XOR-ed). We need
to find the partition such that the number of disjoint
subsets Vi is minimized.
It is shown that the MCPP problem is again equivalent
to the minimum graph coloring problem [14]. It is
proved that the minimum graph coloring problem is
N P-complete, and in general graph, it is inapproximable
within n1" for any " > 0, unless ZPP ¼ N P [14].
Therefore, the theorem holds.
u
t
Consider the example shown in Fig. 1a. Here,
V ¼ fp2 ; p3 ; p4 g. Next, we consider whether there should
be an edge between, say, p2 and p3 . We observe that
R2 ½3 ¼ R3 ½2 ¼ 0, hence, p2 and p3 can be XOR-ed (by
Lemma 1). Therefore, there is an edge between p2 and p3 .
Similarly, we check the remaining edges in the graph, and
Fig. 4 (left) shows the final result.
Consider another example shown in Fig. 1b. Here,
V ¼ fp1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 g. We observe that R1 ½2 ¼ R2 ½1 ¼ 0, so
there exists an edge between p1 and p2 . The request vector
sent by r1 is contained in R3 (because it requests for p3 ), and
it requests for p4 , hence R3 ½4 ¼ 1 (as R3 ½4 is the bitwise OR
value of the 4th bits in all request vectors in R3 ). Hence,
there does not exist an edge between p3 and p4 . Similarly,
we check the remaining edges in the graph, and Fig. 4
(right) shows the final result.
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Fig. 4. The constructed graphs corresponding to the examples shown in
Fig. 1.

The MCPP problem is to find the clique partition that
generates the minimum number of disjoint subsets. For
example, in Fig. 4 (right), a possible clique partition of V is
V1 ¼ fp1 ; p2 g, V2 ¼ fp3 g, V3 ¼ fp4 g. This generates a total of
three disjoint subsets (correspond to three transmitted
packets). Another clique partition of V is V1 ¼ fp1 ; p2 ; p4 g,
V2 ¼ fp3 g. It is easy to see that this is the clique partition
that generates the minimum number of disjoint subsets.
There are a number of heuristic algorithms proposed in
the literature [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. Among these, we
employ an efficient sequential coloring algorithm that does
not ensure a result with the minimum number of colors/
transmissions (one color represents one encoded packet). It
is appropriate in our case due to two reasons. First, any
complex algorithm will incur a large computation overhead
which is either infeasible on current sensor nodes or is not
desired for quick propagation. Second, the optimal solution
is not so important as we execute the algorithm online with
high network dynamics.
Algorithm 1 presents the coloring algorithm. The input is
a set of request vectors from neighboring nodes and the
output is the colored (native) packets that need to be
retransmitted. The algorithm works as follows: We iterate
for all the requested packets and associate each packet with a
color so that packets with the same color can be XOR-ed.
Because there are jP j packets in total, there are at most jP j
number of different colors. When we iterate for each
requested packet, we test whether a particular color can be
associated with that packet. The procedure C-COLOR-P? is
for this purpose. If a particular color can be associated with
that packet, we add the packet to the colored packet set Yc in
which all packets are associated with color c. Next, we look
at the procedure C-COLOR-P?. This procedure tests whether
color c can be associated with packet pi . According to
Theorem 1, and proof in Theorem 1, pi and each packet in Yc
can be XOR-ed into one packet if and only if any two packets
in Yc [ fpi g can be XOR-ed (i.e., Yc [ pi is a complete graph).
Since we keep that any two packets in Yc can be XOR-ed
during program execution (i.e., Yc is a complete graph), in
the current iteration, we only need to check whether pi can
be XOR-ed with any packet in Yc . The procedure P-XOR-Q? is
used to test whether any two packets pi and pj can be XORed. According to Proposition 1, two packets can be XOR-ed if
and only if all requesters request at most one packet out of
the two packets. That means that the two packets can be
XOR-ed if and only if there does not exist a requester that
requests both packets.
Algorithm 1. The Sequential Coloring Algorithm
Input: A set of request vectors R; A set of requested pkts P
S
Output: Y ¼ c Yc where Yc is the set of pkts with color c
1: procedure COLORING
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2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

for pi 2 P do
for c
1; jP j do
if C-COLOR-P?(c, pi , Yc ) then
Yc [ fpi g
. Color packet pi with c
Yc
break

7: procedure C-COLOR-P?(c, pi , Yc ) . Test if c can color pi
8:
for qj 2 Yc do
9:
if not P-XOR-Q?(pi , qj ) then
10:
return FALSE
11:
return TRUE
. Test if pi and qj can be
12: procedure P-XOR-Q?(pi , qj )
XOR-ed
13:
for r 2 R do
14:
if r½i ¼ 1 and r½j ¼ 1 then
15:
return FALSE
16: return TRUE
As an example, we consider the case shown in Figs. 1b and
4 (right). We first consider p1 and associate it with color 1.
After the first iteration, Y1 ¼ fp1 g. Next, we consider p2 and
try to associate it with color 1. We find that p2 can be XOR-ed
with all elements in Y1 , i.e., p1 , hence put p2 in Y1 . After the
second iteration, Y1 ¼ fp1 ; p2 g. After that, we consider p3 and
try to associate it with color 1. We find that p3 cannot be XORed with p1 2 Yc , thus p3 cannot be put in Y1 . We associate p3
with color 2, and put it in Y2 . After the third iteration, Y1 ¼
fp1 ; p2 g and Y2 ¼ fp3 g. Finally, we consider p4 and try to
associate it with color 1. We find that p4 can be XOR-ed with
all elements in Y1 , i.e., p1 and p2 , hence put p4 in Y1 . Therefore,
the final result is Y1 ¼ fp1 ; p2 ; p4 g and Y2 ¼ fp3 g.
Our coloring algorithm ensures that the encoded packets
transmitted by a sender can always be decoded at all
requesters whose reception reports are heard by the sender.
During one round of retransmission, it is possible for a
sender to transmit multiple (encoded) packets. These
packets have no interdependencies, i.e., subsequent packets
do not depend on the previously transmitted packets for
decoding. The encoded packets only require the native
packets which are known to be available on the requesters
(via the reception reports). This simplifies our design and
eliminates the use of Gaussian elimination.
The complexity of Algorithm 1 is Oðnm3 Þ, where n is the
number of request vectors and m is the number of requested
packets to retransmit. For reasonable sized n and m, this
overhead is small. The execution of this algorithm is much
faster than the decoding process in Rateless Deluge because
of several reasons. First, in ReXOR, the packet payload is not
involved in the computation while it is involved in the
computation in Rateless Deluge. Second, ReXOR does not
require the use of random number generator, which causes
extra computation overhead. Third, the complexity of
ReXOR is proportional to m3 where m is the number of
missing packets while in Rateless Deluge, m is the total
number of packets in a page. For example, on TelosB nodes,
for an average number of four reception reports (i.e., n ¼ 4)
and 20 percent packets loss rate (i.e., m ¼ 20  20% ¼ 4), the
time needed for coloring is about 32 ms, more than 60 times
faster than Rateless Deluge.
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After executing Algorithm 1, we obtain a set of colored
packets. Next, the encoding process is direct: packets with
the same color are XOR-ed together to form an encoded
packet. XOR encoding and decoding is very fast, e.g.,
XOR-ing two packets with 23-byte payload only takes
about 0.08 ms on TelosB nodes.
There are two implementation details that worth noting
here. First, we must add an encoding vector to the packet
header to let the receiving node be able to decode (see
Section 5.1). Second, we keep the working page in RAM for
efficient encoding and decoding. Indeed, it incurs additional memory overhead. But it reduces the number of flash
I/Os which are energy-hungry and incur delays. We will
discuss these issues in detail in Section 5.

4.2 Packet Decoding
Packet decoding in ReXOR is very efficient. The receiver
maintains the working page in RAM for decoding purpose.
We let the RAM buffer holding the working page during TX
for encoding purpose be reused during RX for decoding
purpose. When the receiver receives an encoded packet
consisting of k native packets, it goes through the indexes of
the native packets one by one, and retrieves the corresponding packet from its buffer if possible. Ultimately, it XORs
the k  1 packets with the received encoded packet to
retrieve the native packet meant for it. An important feature
of ReXOR is that the receiver can instantly decode a packet
when it has arrived, unlike previous coding-based reprogramming protocols that require Gaussian elimination after
an expected number of packets have arrived.
If a receiver still loses some packets after one round of
retransmission, it will remain in the RX state, sending
requests (i.e., NACKs) to one of the senders, which initiates
another round of retransmission. The NACK mechanism
ensures 100 percent reliability for code dissemination.
There are chances that a receiver cannot decode a packet if
its request report is not received by the sender. In this case,
we simply discard the packet, rather than buffering it in
RAM for later processing. This simple design reduces RAM
consumption and also eliminates Gaussian elimination,
which is important for resource-constrained sensor nodes.
4.3 Adaptive Interpage Waiting
An important system design issue is how to determine the
interpage waiting time for collecting multiple reception
reports (or request vectors). We define the interpage
waiting time (w) to be the time interval between the
reception of the first reception report and the start of
the next transmission (i.e., the sender transits from IDLE to
TX). The choice of w is a trade-off between data traffic and
propagation delay. A large value of w will increase the
propagation delay but will also help to collect more
reception reports for reducing data traffic. A small value
of w will shorten the propagation delay but fewer packets
can be encoded and subsequently corrected at the receivers
in a single transmission round.
In Deluge, as soon as the sender receives the request, it
enters into the TX state immediately (i.e., w ¼ 0). In ReXOR,
we determine w by considering the following factors.
First, the sender keeps on waiting until the requested
page is loaded into RAM.
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Fig. 5. (a) Relationship between wt and avgnb, and (b) Relationship
between psupp and avgnb.

Second, the sender stops waiting when a request vector
with missing packet number exceeds a threshold. We select
this threshold as 0:8M (¼ 16 if M ¼ 20) in our current
implementation. That is, if a sender receives a request with
0:8M missing packets, ReXOR will start the transmission
immediately (without waiting for more requests). The
reason is as follows: In this case, ReXOR needs to transmit
at least 0:8M packets (no matter how long to wait for more
requests). In other words, the reduction of transmissions is
at most 0:2M packets (¼ 4 if M ¼ 20). Hence, the benefit of
waiting is small. In particular, when the sender receives a
new page request r ¼ ð11; . . . ; 11Þ, the sender starts the
transmission immediately. This strategy makes sense
because ReXOR delivers no coding gains in this case.
Third, the sender stops waiting when a threshold of
requests have been received. We select this threshold as six
in our current implementation. The reason is that it would
be less beneficial to collect more requests when the time
complexity of our coloring algorithm increases.
Finally, the sender stops waiting when the interpage
waiting timer expires. We set the timer interval wt
adaptively according to the density. The intuition of the
adaptive design is that in dense networks, it makes sense
for fast propagation so that neighbors can collaborate with
each other while in sparse networks, it is beneficial to collect
multiple reception reports to improve the coding opportunity. For this purpose, we let each node estimate its
neighbor number. Each node keeps a counter, nb, which is
the number of different nodes it knows of (via messages it
hears) during a fixed time window which is set to one
second (i.e., twice the minimum advertisement interval).
The long-term number of neighbors, avgnb, is calculated as
follows: avgnb ¼   avgnb þ ð1  Þ  nb. We currently set
 ¼ 2=3 in our implementation. As suggested by [6], we
consider avgnb ¼ 4 or less as a low density and avgnb ¼ 12
or more as a high density. Next, wt is determined according
to Fig. 5a. The maximum value of wt is set to 256 ms because
256 ms is the maximum backoff time before a receiver sends
requests. This means that the sender waits at most 256 ms
before it starts the next transmission. The minimum of wt is
set to 0, which means that the sender stops waiting
immediately when the first request is received (the same
to Deluge).

4.4 Request Suppression
In order to collect request vectors from multiple neighbors,
we need to slightly modify Deluge’s request suppression
mechanism.
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In Deluge, when a node overhears a request with the
same (or smaller) image number and the same (or smaller)
page number, it suppresses its own request.
This mechanism, however, prevents the sender to collect
multiple request vectors for a given page, which, in turn,
reduces coding opportunities. Hence, in ReXOR, we slightly
modify the suppression mechanism. For a given page, we
do not suppress subsequent requests for the same page,
instead, a node suppresses its own request if and only if it
overhears a request vector (roverhear ) that is an superset of its
own request vector (i.e., roverhear r). The intuition behind
ReXOR’s superset suppression mechanism is as follows: If
all the requested packets in the current page have already
been requested by some other nodes (i.e., r roverhear ), it is
beneficial to suppress the request because the retransmitted
packets can recover the losses at r. On the other hand, if
there exists nonoverlapping missing packets, the request
should not be suppressed in order to let the sender learn
this fact for efficient XOR encoding.
The superset suppression mechanism increases the
number of request messages compared to Deluge, which
may cause packet collisions, especially, in dense networks.
In order to mitigate this effect, we adopt a probabilisticbased superset suppression mechanism. The basic idea is to
suppress more request messages in dense networks. The
probability psupp for request suppression depends on the
network density. In our current implementation, we set
psupp as shown in Fig. 5b, i.e., in dense networks with more
than 12 neighbors we suppress request messages as in
Deluge, while in sparse networks with less than four
neighbors we suppress the request message r only when the
overheard request is a superset of r.

5

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented ReXOR based on TinyOS. In this
section, we describe the data packet format and the control
flow of ReXOR. Finally, we summarize our implementation
overhead.

5.1 Data Packet Format
In ReXOR, each data packet, regardless of whether it
contains native packet or an XOR of native packets, must
include an encode vector that describes the native packets
from which it is formed. For example, a degree i packet
must therefore contain i packet indexes for the receiver to
decode the packet.
The encode vector is represented by either the log M
format (similar to the log N format in [20]) or the bit
format, depending on which format uses fewer bytes. We
denote b as the bytes needed to encode the packet indexes.
Thus, b ¼ minðblog M ; bbit Þ, where blog M is the number of
bytes for the log M format and bbit is the number of bytes
for the bit format.
First, we consider blog M . In the log M format, only the
encoded packet indexes are represented (each index is
encoded by a fixed number of bits). Hence,


degree  dlog Me
:
ð1Þ
blog M ¼
8
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TABLE 2
Computation Time (ms) of the Coloring
Algorithm (Algorithm 1) under Different Workloads

jRj denotes the number of received requests.

On the receiving side (Fig. 6b), when a node receives a
data packet, it checks whether it is a native packet. If it is,
the receiver saves the packet to the working page in RAM.
Otherwise, it decodes and then saves it to the working page.
Next, the receiver checks if the working page is complete. If
it is not, the receiver starts transmitting requests to the most
recently heard neighbor. Otherwise, it saves the working
page to flash, and starts requesting for the new page.

Fig. 6. Control flow of ReXOR’s implementation. The dashed arrow
indicates that the originated action gives rise to the pointed event.
(a) sender side. (b) receiver side.

Second, we consider bbit . In the bit format, 1s in the M-sized
bit vector represent that the corresponding packets are
encoded. Hence,
 
M
:
ð2Þ
bbit ¼
8
When blog M < bbit , i.e.,
degree 

ðdM=8e  1Þ  8
;
dlog Me

ð3Þ

we choose the log M format while vice versa. For example,
when M ¼ 20, we use the log M format when degree  3,
and the bit format when degree > 3; when M ¼ 48, we use
the log M format when degree  6, and the bit format when
degree > 6.

5.2 Control Flow
Fig. 6 abstracts the working diagram of ReXOR. The
control flow responds to request reception and data packet
reception.
On the sending side (Fig. 6a), when the sender receives a
request, it first tries to preload the requested page from
flash to RAM. Then, it determines whether the number of
requests or the number of missing packets exceed the
thresholds. If the above conditions are satisfied, the sender
finishes waiting immediately. Otherwise, it waits for
additional requests until an adaptive time-out (wt ) has
elapsed. Ultimately, the sender finishes waiting and checks
again whether the working page is in RAM. After the
working page is loaded, the sender checks whether it is in
the retransmission phase (i.e., error recovery phase). If it is
not, the sender start transmitting native packets. Otherwise,
the sender first executes our coloring algorithm, and then it
encodes and starts transmitting XOR-ed packets.

5.3 Overhead
Finally, we estimate ReXOR’s overhead and its suitability
for deployment in WSNs.
5.3.1 Coding Overhead
In this section, we compare the computational performance
of ReXOR with Rateless Deluge. We do not show results for
Deluge as it does not employ network coding. The major
contributor of computation overhead in Rateless Deluge is
decoding. It was reported in [4] that the decoding process
requires 1.96 seconds for a page consisting of 24 packets and
6.96 seconds for a page consisting of 48 packets. In ReXOR,
the computation overheads include 1) the coloring algorithm (Algorithm 1) at the sender side, 2) the encoding time
at the sender side, and 3) the decoding time at the receiver
side. XOR encoding and decoding are very efficient: XORing two data packets of 23-byte payload only incurs an
overhead of about 0.08 ms on TelosB nodes. The major
contributor of computation overhead is incurred by the
coloring algorithm.
In order to quantify the coding overhead, we write
ReXOR’s coloring algorithm in one separate benchmark,
with varying number of request vectors (i.e., n) and varying
number of missing packets (i.e., m). In order to measure the
timing, we use TinyOS’s 32 kHz timer. Table 2 provides the
average time needed to execute the coloring algorithm
under different workloads. We can see that ReXOR is
computationally more lightweight than Rateless Deluge.
5.3.2 Memory Overhead
In this section, we compare the memory overhead of
Deluge, Rateless Deluge, and ReXOR. For this purpose, we
use the DelugeBasic application in the TinyOS distribution. This application has only one configuration that wires
to the reprogramming protocol, and introduces no additional overhead.
Table 3 shows the ROM and RAM consumption of
Deluge, Rateless Deluge, and ReXOR. The page size is set to
20 pkts/page. We can see that ReXOR’s memory overhead
is much smaller than Rateless Deluge. This is because
Rateless Deluge incurs extra overheads such as the table of
multiplicative inverses, the precoding buffer, etc. [4].
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TABLE 3
Memory Overhead of Deluge,
Rateless Deluge, and ReXOR (in Bytes)

We have also examined ReXOR’s memory overhead
when the page size increases to 48 pkts/page. Indeed, a
large page size may be beneficial in certain network
topologies [21]. We observe that the ROM size keeps
almost the same (i.e., 21,376 bytes) while the RAM size
increases to 2,979 bytes. This is still smaller than Rateless
Deluge (with 20 pkts/page) but is much larger than Deluge
because we keep the current page in RAM to speed up the
encoding and decoding process. An additional benefit is
that it can reduce the number of flash I/Os. For example,
in a lossless scenario, for receiving an image consisting of
seven pages, Deluge requires 7  20 ¼ 140 flash writes
while ReXOR only requires seven flash writes. Fewer
number of flash I/Os is preferred considering the limited
number of I/Os for flash.

5.3.3 Header Overhead
We need to modify the Deluge data packet format to
incorporate the encoding vector. We replace the pktNum
field of DelugeDataMsg by a variable byte vector. The
maximum size of the byte vector is 3 for our current
implementation because we choose the page size M ¼ 20
and thus the bytes of the encode vector b ¼ minðblog M ;
bbit Þ  3. Correspondingly, the maximum packet payload
length is increased from 29 to 31 bytes. It is acceptable for
current sensor nodes.

6

EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct testbed experiments to evaluate
ReXOR’s network-level performance.

6.1 Methodology
We implement ReXOR on the TinyOS/TelosB platform. We
conduct experiments based on a clique topology consisting
of five TelosB nodes and a grid topology consisting of 16
TelosB nodes. The clique and the grid topology are
representative for two typical reprogramming scenarios:
1) Reprogramming during lab testing. In this scenario,
nodes are placed near each other and are reprogrammed by
a base node in a single hop. 2) Reprogramming after
deployment. We think that the grid topology is a good
representation of practical multihop networks.
We compare Deluge, Rateless Deluge, and ReXOR in
different network topologies under different loss models.
All experiments use a default page size of 20 pkts/page. We
use the CntToLeds benchmarks for dissemination. This
benchmark has seven pages in total.
We use two loss models. The first is forced packet loss,
which is dropping packets uniformly at random at the
receiver side. The second is natural packet loss because of
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the constraints of transmission power level and internode
distance.
We first evaluate ReXOR’s performance in the single-hop
clique topology (with five TelosB nodes) with varying
forced loss rates. In this case, sensors are transmitting at the
maximum power level.
We then evaluate ReXOR’s performance in grid topologies (with 16 TelosB nodes). In the sparse grid topology, we
set the transmission power level to 2. The internode
distance is approximately 25 cm. We have experimentally
verified that at such a distance, one-hop neighbors can
communicate perfectly while two-hop neighbors have very
poor link quality. We introduce a forced loss rate of
20 percent. In the dense grid topology, we also set the
transmission power level to 2, and the internode distance is
approximately 12 cm. In this case, a node has much more
number of neighboring nodes. There is no forced loss rate.
In order to collect multiple statistics, we write additional
software modules. The Bcast component synchronize all
nodes to the base station node at the maximum transmission power. It also lets each node report its statistics (e.g.,
completion time and transmitted packets) at the maximum
power after the dissemination process is finished. We use a
sniffer node to overhear all statistics. The sniffer program is
a modified version of the PacketSniffer_802_15_4
program in the TinyOS-contrib repository.
We compare three protocols in terms of data traffic and
completion time. State-of-the-art reprogramming protocol
for WSNs, e.g., Deluge and Rateless Deluge, require the
radio to be on during the entire reprogramming process. As
current sensor nodes (e.g., TelosB and MicaZ) have a similar
energy consumption no matter the node is transmitting or
receiving. Hence, the energy consumption of reprogramming depends chiefly on the completion time. Nodes can be
put into the sleep state by carefully scheduling of the data
transmissions, e.g., coordinating among neighboring nodes
[22] or setting up a structure for transmission [23]. Sleep
scheduling usually incurs extra overheads (in exchanging
control-plane messages or in setting up the structure), we
do not incorporate it into our current design. We consider it
as one direction of our future work.
We also implement ReXOR on the TinyOS/Mica2/
TOSSIM platform to investigate the detailed behaviors of
propagation. We disseminate a nine-page image with the
same page size as in the real experiments. We use the
LossyBuilder provided in TinyOS to generate a 10-node
line topology with 10-feet internode spacing. We investigate
the topology and find that nodes 30-feet apart are almost
disconnected (e.g., nodes 0 and 3; nodes 1 and 4). Hence, the
network topology is at least six hops. Specially, nodes 1 and
8 are at least four hops away.

6.2 Clique Topology
Fig. 7a shows the number of transmitted data packets in
the single-hop clique topology consisting a total of five
TelosB nodes, for the forced packet loss rate increased
from 0 to 30 percent. We can see that ReXOR performs
better than Deluge because of data encoding. However,
ReXOR performs worse than Rateless Deluge because of
link qualities in this topology have low variance (i.e., the
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Fig. 9. Request messages in the sparse grid and the dense grid.
Fig. 7. Data traffic and completion time under the single-hop clique
topology consisting of five TelosB nodes. (a) Data traffic. (b) Completion
time.

link qualities from the source to other nodes are roughly
the same).
Fig. 7b shows the completion times in the single-hop
clique topology. When the loss rate is low, the completion
time of Rateless Deluge is much longer than both Deluge
and ReXOR because of its long decoding time. When the
loss rate increases, the completion time of ReXOR is much
shorter than Deluge because of XOR encoding. It is even
shorter than Rateless Deluge despite it transmits more data
packets as illustrated in Fig. 7a. This is because the
decoding time of Rateless Deluge is larger than ReXOR.

6.3 Grid Topology
To see how ReXOR performs in multihop sensor networks
compared to Deluge and Rateless Deluge, We run these
protocols in both the sparse grid topology and the dense
grid topology consisting of 16 TelosB nodes.
Fig. 8a shows the number of transmitted data packets in
the sparse grid topology. ReXOR transmits far less data
packets than Deluge, but transmits a few more packets than
Rateless Deluge. Fig. 8b shows the completion times in the
sparse grid topology. ReXOR has a shorter completion time
than both Deluge and Rateless Deluge because of its
lightweight encoding.

Fig. 8. Data traffic and completion time under the multihop grid
topologies consisting of 16 TelosB nodes. (a) Data traffic (sparse
grid). (b) Completion time (sparse grid). (c) Data traffic (dense grid).
(d) Completion time (dense grid).

This result also implies that ReXOR preserves the high
efficiency of Deluge’s pipelining strategy for exploiting
spatial multiplexing in multihop topologies. To further
confirm this point, we use ReXOR to disseminate a ninepage image in a 10-node line topology in TOSSIM [24]. We
have found that node 1 completed page 8 at time 101.16 s and
node 8 completed page 4 at time 101.21 s. The time for
transmitting a 20-packet page is at least 20  20 ¼ 400 ms
(where 20 ms is the packet transmission time in TinyOS for
Mica2. Note that TOSSIM simulation model is based on
Mica2). This clearly indicates that pages 8 and 4 are
transmitted concurrently. Therefore, ReXOR remains the
pipelining strategy of Deluge.
Fig. 8c shows the number of transmitted data packets in
the dense grid topology. We can see that ReXOR performs
better than both Deluge and Rateless Deluge. The performance of Rateless Deluge degrades because of highly
variable link qualities. The reason is that in this case the
data redundancy of Rateless Deluge is dominated by the
poor links. Actually, in the dense case, it makes sense to
propagate to nearby neighbors as quickly as possible, thus,
further away neighbors can get better link qualities, which,
in turn, reduces packet losses and retransmissions. ReXOR
achieves a high performance in the dense topology by
decreasing its interpage waiting time. Fig. 8d shows the
completion time in the dense grid topology. We can see that
ReXOR has a much shorter completion time than Rateless
Deluge. This further confirms that the importance of
ReXOR’s density-aware mechanism.
To evaluate ReXOR’s probabilistic-based superset suppression mechanism, we compare the number of request
messages of Deluge, ReXOR0 (without probabilistic suppression), and ReXOR (with probabilistic suppression) in
both sparse and dense grid topologies. Fig. 9 shows the
results. Interestingly, we see that both ReXOR0 and ReXOR
has fewer request messages than Deluge in the sparse grid
topology. This is because ReXOR improves Deluge’s
performance (in terms of data retransmissions and completion time) in this case, which, in turn, reduces the number of
request messages. However, in the dense case, without
probabilistic suppression, ReXOR0 increases the request
messages by more than 100 percent. With probabilistic
suppression (the suppression probability depends on the
network density), ReXOR keeps the increase within 20 percent, far less than that of ReXOR0 . We continue to examine
the actual performance of ReXOR and ReXOR0 , with Deluge
and Rateless Deluge for references. Table 4 shows the
results. In the sparse grid topology, ReXOR has a similar
performance as ReXOR0 because few requests will be
suppressed in ReXOR if the density is low. In the dense
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grid topology, ReXOR has a better performance than
ReXOR0 . This is because more request messages will be
suppressed in ReXOR if the density is high, resulting in
fewer message collisions.

ReXOR enhances Deluge by employing XOR encoding in
the retransmission phase to reduce the communication cost.
An important difference between ReXOR and previous
coding-based reprogramming protocols [4], [5], [6] is that
the (XOR-ed) packets can be instantly decoded at the
receiving nodes, eliminating the use of Gaussian elimination. Thus, it is computationally much more lightweight
than previous coding-based reprogramming protocols.
Another difference between ReXOR and previous codingbased reprogramming protocols is that ReXOR adapts the
interpage waiting time in a density-aware manner, retaining a high performance in dense networks.

7
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TABLE 4
Completion Times (s) in the Sparse Grid and the Dense Grid

RELATED WORK

Deluge [2] is perhaps the most popular reprogramming
protocol used for reliable code updates in WSNs. It uses a
three-way handshake and NACK-based protocol for reliability, and employs segmentation (into pages) and pipelining for spatial multiplexing. It is highly optimized and can
achieve one ninth the maximum transmission rate of the
radio supported under TinyOS. It was also mentioned by the
author of Deluge that the use of FEC improves performance
in sparse networks while harming performance in dense
networks due to the existence of highly variable link
qualities [2]. Other prestigious works include MNP [22],
Sprinkler [25], Freshet [26], Stream [27], CORD [23], etc.
MNP [22] provides a detailed sender selection algorithm
to choose a local source of the code which can satisfy the
maximum number of nodes. Sprinkler [25] uses the
localization service at each node to construct a connected
dominating set (CDS). It uses TDMA to schedule packet
transmissions among the CDS nodes to reduce energy
consumption by minimizing packet transmissions. Freshet
[26] aggressively optimizes energy consumption during
reprogramming. Leveraging a limited topology information, nodes estimate when the code will actually reach their
vicinity and enter a sleeping period before that time. Stream
[27] reduces the size of data actually disseminated by
preinstalling the reprogramming protocol before deployments. CORD [23] is a more recent work whose design
objective is to minimize the energy consumption. It employs
a two-phase approach in which the object is delivered to a
subset of nodes in the network that form a connected
dominating set in the first phase, and to the remaining
nodes in the second phase. Compared with Sprinkler [25],
CORD introduces sleep scheduling at each node to further
save energy.
Recently, several coding-based reprogramming protocols
specifically designed for WSNs are proposed to address the
deficiency of Deluge in sparse and lossy networks, including Rateless Deluge [4], SYNAPSE [5], and AdapCode [6].
They all use network coding to encode a packet before
transmission. After receiving an expected number of
encoded packets, the receiving node uses Gaussian elimination to decode the packets. The difference is that Rateless
Deluge [4] uses Random Linear Codes; SYNAPSE [5] uses
Fountain Codes; and AdapCode [6] also uses linear codes,
but the coding scheme is adaptively changed according to
the link quality.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose ReXOR, a lightweight and densityaware reprogramming protocol for WSNs using XOR. The
core idea of ReXOR is 1) leverage the spatial diversity by
using a lightweight XOR coding scheme in the retransmission phase to reduce the communication cost and 2) exploit
the adaptive behavior by determining the interpage waiting
time in a density-aware manner to achieve good performance in both dense and sparse networks.
We have implemented ReXOR based on TinyOS and
evaluate its performance extensively. Results show that
ReXOR is indeed lightweight compared with previous
coding-based reprogramming protocols in terms of computation overhead. The results also show that ReXOR achieves
good network-level performance in both dense and sparse
networks, compared with Deluge and a typical codingbased reprogramming protocol, Rateless Deluge.
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